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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to investigate the universality of the Gricean Theory of 
Conversational Implicature and its application to the Modern Standard Arabic on politi
cal speeches. To do this, a recorded available broadcasted interview on an Egyptian TV 
channel with an ex-president of one of the Arab states lasting for 82 minutes was tran
scribed and used to generate representative utterances for flouting the four maxims of 
speech (i.e. quantity, quality, relation and manner). Ten utterances were generated and 
analyzed to represent the violation of flouting the maxims of speech. The findings re
vealed that the Gricean Theory of Conversational Implicature can actually be applied to 
the Modern Standard Arabic. The findings of this work have two implications for the 
study of pragmatics. First, political speech has the norm of being overtly unsystematic 
and covertly systematic, and this interprets the need of the Gricean Theory towards 
speech regulation. Second, intentionality and unintentionality of the violation of the 
maxims of speech is probably controlled by the speaker sometimes and is being uncon
trolled in some other times -  raising the point that experimental and/or behavioral re
search is needed to develop a certain scale measuring this aspect.
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Introduction
Languages have appeared and developed 

in the history of mankind for the sake of com
munication. People need to indulge in some 
kind of conversation in order to communicate 
and convey their messages. Still, interlocutors 
have to go through a number of steps and pro
cesses which may result in certain difficulties. 
The linguistic concept of implicature is consid
ered one of those difficulties as it plays a para
mount role in hampering the process of learn
ing a language. Learners of both languages, 
English and Arabic, find it difficult to differen
tiate between what the speaker says and what 
s/he means. For this reason, this study focuses 
on investigating the Gricean theory of Conver
sational Implicature and its application to the 
Arabic language. The data collected comes 
from a series of interview discourses between 
the ex-president of one of the Arab states and 
an Egyptian journalist, which have been con
ducted in response to some current issues relat
ed to the public interest. Ten extracts have been 
selected in total, later transcribed and translated 
into English. They are further analyzed with the 
help of the Gricean theory of Conversational 
Implicature by investigating the ways he flouts 
the CP maxims in his presidential interview.

Anyone learning a language in the World 
has to go through many different steps and pro
cesses and encounter certain difficulties. These 
difficulties could be attributed to several is- 
sues/factors such as educational levels, learning 
purposes, individual and age differences, geo
graphical origin, or the mother tongue interfer
ence, etc. Strictly speaking, learning a new lan
guage is not ‘a piece of cake’ and one should 
have sufficient contextual information and cul
tural background of the target language. Some 
issues might be especially problematic for non
native speakers and some might be a problem 
even for native-speakers themselves. There are 
a great number of puzzling lexical items that 
might have more than one variation of sense. 
These different meanings might lead to some
thing called ambiguity or obscurity that might 
cause misunderstanding among speakers.

Due to the fact that the concept of ambi
guity or implicature is a part and parcel of our 
day-to-day conversations the authors decided 
that it would be an interesting idea to investi
gate such a prominent topic. Sometimes we 
misunderstand each other because we are either 
not cooperating with one another or not recog
nizing what the speaker is trying to imply. 
Therefore, in order to understand, analyze and 
differentiate between what people say and what 
they mean, it is worth investigating such a the
ory and trying to apply it to the authors’ mother 
tongue, Arabic language. The authors recom
mend referring to (Alduais, 2012a-c; 
Al-Qaderi, 2015a-e) who carried out a number 
of studies about pragmatics and its application 
to Arabic, particularly on the Yemeni Arabic.

As is well known, languages have ap
peared and developed in the history of mankind 
for the sake of communication. People need to 
be indulged in any kind of conversation in or
der to communicate and convey their messages. 
During the conversation process, they do not 
procreate separate sentences, but rather they try 
to adapt to a general set of rules in accordance 
with their need of making up the whole of their 
messages and this is the core idea of pragmatics 
(Zor, 2006: 20).

Pragmatics has drawn the attention of 
many linguists and has been defined differently 
by many scholars. For instance, Thomas (2014) 
defines it as the "meaning in use or meaning in 
context" (Thomas, 2014: 1) whereas Montague 
(Montague, 1970: 1) defines pragmatics as a sci
ence that is concerned with indexical expressions. 
For Katz and Fodor (Katz, Fodor, 1963: 177) 
pragmatics is defined as a theory that is related to 
the disambiguation of sentences by the contexts 
in which they were uttered. Trask (Trask, 2007: 
226) defines pragmatics as the branch of linguis
tics that is concerned with studying how utter
ances communicate meaning in a context. He 
(ibid.) goes on stating that the disparity between 
what is said and what is meant is the core idea of 
pragmatics. Wierzbicka (Wierzbicka, 2003) 
states that "[t]he discipline studying linguistic 
interaction between 'I' and 'you' is called pragmat
ics" (p.5). And according to Sperber and Wilson
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(Sperber, Wilson 1981: 282), pragmatics is de
fined as the study of language use. In other words, 
it is defined as "the study of how linguistic prop
erties and contextual factors interact in the inter
pretation of utterances, enabling learners to 
bridge the gap between sentence meaning and 
speaker's meaning" (ibid.).

In pragmatics, the prime aim of communi
cation lies in exchanging information. One of the 
theories that has led to the development of prag
matics as a separate field within linguistics is 
Gricean Conversational Implicature Theory. In 
this theory, Grice makes a clear- cut distinction 
between what is said and what is meant. He 
claims that speakers might produce implicit 
meanings and their discourse participants are able 
to infer these intended meanings from their con
versations. He believes that people follow certain 
rules in their interactions. These rules do not tell 
how one should talk, but they explicate the lis
teners' assumptions with regard to the way speak
ers talk (Hadi, 2013: 69). In other words, Grice's 
Conversational Implicature Theory and the Co
operative Principle were proposed to describe 
how effective communication is achieved in 
common situations (Terkourafi, 2005: 1).
Frederking (Frederking, 1996: 1) argued that the 
Gricean Theory of Conversational Implicature 
and the Cooperative Principle play a significant 
role, for some researchers, in thinking about how 
language works in real use and how implicatures 
get conveyed. Therefore, the Cooperative Princi

Table 1: Maxims of speech according to the Gricean Theory

The maxim of Quantity
Make your contribution as informative as is required

Do not make your contribution more informative than is required

The maxim of Quality
Do not say what you believe to be false

Do not say that for wich you lack adequate evidence

The maxim of Relation Make your contributions relevant

The maxim of Manner

Avoid ambiguity

Avoid obscurity of expression

Be brief

Be orderly

ple and the maxims of conversation were defined 
by Grice as the principles that people abide by for 
successful communication. Grice (Grice, 1975: 
45) defined the Cooperative Principle as follows: 
"make your contribution such as is required, at 
the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted pur
pose of the talk exchange in which you are en
gaged". He also defined how people communi
cate in his article "Logic and Conversation" by 
stating that:

Our talk exchanges do not normally consist 
of a succession of disconnected remarks, and would 
not be rational if they did. They are characteristical
ly, to some degree at least, cooperative efforts; and 
each participant recognizes in them, to some extent, 
a common purpose or set of purposes, or at least a 
mutually accepted direction. (Grice, 1975: 47 in 
Zor, 2006: 20).

To put it another way, we as speakers try 
to be cooperative by contributing meaningful 
and productive utterances to further the conver
sation. And, as listeners, we assume that our 
conversational partners are doing the same. The 
simplest way to think of Grice's maxims is to 
think of them as general rules we follow in 
conversation. However, the interesting thing 
about these rules is that we do not always fol
low them. Under the Cooperative Principle, 
there are four maxims and below each maxim, 
there are some other sub-maxims (1975: 45-46):
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Moreover, there is always a relationship 
between the speaker and the maxims. Grice 
generalized the Cooperative Principle in four 
maxims that are followed by discourse partici
pants. However, it seems that people do not 
always follow these maxims when they com
municate, and he identified four ways in which 
discourse participants break or fail to fulfill 
maxims in conversation: violating, opting out, 
clashing and flouting. (Lindblom, 2001: 1603). 
Thus, the current study is just confined to flout
ing maxims.

It goes without saying that flouting max
ims depend on the type of the maxim. For in
stance, the speaker flouts the maxim of quantity 
by blatantly giving either more or less infor
mation that the situation demands. Flouting the 
maxim of quality is done by saying something 
untrue or which lacks adequate evidence. Flout
ing the maxim of relation occurs by giving a re
sponse that is irrelevant to the topic being dis
cussed. And finally flouting the maxim of man
ner occurs when the speaker does not say things 
clearly, concisely, orderly, and does not avoid 
ambiguity and obscurity of expression.

Given this, the significance of this study 
springs from the fact that the English and Ara
bic languages are not cognate languages and, as 
a result, learners of both languages may en
counter a lot of difficulties in learning them. To 
the best of the authors’ knowledge and based 
on their experience, the linguistic implicature 
concept is regarded as one of those difficulties 
that play a paramount role in hampering the 
process of learning a language. More specifi
cally, the authors have observed that learners of 
both languages, English and Arabic, find it re
ally difficult to differentiate between what the 
speaker says and what s/he means. And the 
prime aim of the present study is to investigate 
whether the Theory of Conversational Implica- 
ture can be applied to the Modern Standard Ar
abic (MSA). This general aim leads to formu
lating the following study questions: 1) Are the 
Gricean Theory of Conversational Implicature 
and its Cooperative Principle universal? And 
2) Can this theory be applied to the MSA, par
ticularly?

Methods
Sample
The theoretical population of this study 

are top politicians, that is, president, king, 
prince, sultan, etc. However, the accessible 
population is available online interviews with 
those officials. The sampling frame is online 
recorded interviews. The sample is an online 
interview with an ex-president of the Arab 
states located in the Arabian Peninsula. Since 
the major focus is on flouting the maxims of 
speech so it is not important to refer directly to 
the real name of the ex-president and/or the 
country (i.e. Country A will be used to indicate 
this country and along with its ex-president and 
the so-called current president.). Besides, the 
major purpose of this analysis remains purely 
linguistic and it does not have any political 
purpose or bias. Discourse analysis is also not 
part of this paper so it doesn’t include any po
litical implications either directly or indirectly. 
The full information of the data is shared with 
the editor of the journal only for publication 
purposes and will not appear for the readers to 
avoid any reversed interpretation or misinter
pretation of this paper in part or in whole.

Measures
This paper doesn’t have any direct intru

sion with humans. The main and only source of 
data collection on this paper is unobtrusive 
measure. We namely used, indirect unobtrusive 
measure, that is, accessible online recorded in
terviews with the ex-president of country A. 
The four types of maxims guided this measure 
based on the researchers’ experience and 
knowledge of these four maxims: quantity, 
quality, relation and manner. Judging the data 
or reliability and validity was based on consid
ering: credibility, transferability, dependability 
and confirmability. To start with credibility, the 
researchers transparently generated the speech 
utterances which clearly represent the four 
types of the maxims of speech. Therefore, the 
results attempted to keep the objectivity level 
as high as possible. Transferability is accounted 
for through making clear explanations of the 
followed steps for collecting the data, analyz
ing it and inferring conclusions to decide on the
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universality of the Gricean Theory. Further, we 
assume this paper has above average dependa
bility rate. In other words, we claim that any 
researcher with average knowledge or pragmat
ics, would be able to generate the same speech 
utterance representing the four maxims of 
speech. There would be certainly more or less 
different interpretations, wording, etc. but at 
the end, there will be one end that each utter
ance of speech is representing a certain maxim 
of speech. Last but not least, confirmability 
which was ensured through being corroborated 
by the two authors of this paper. The two re
searchers attempted to check that the input is 
matching the output of this study and that the 
used methods are clearly explained to the read
ers towards logical output and conclusions.

Design
A non-probability design was used in this 

study. The design assumes that using the Grice
an Theory of the Conversational Implicature is 
applicable to MSA on the context of political 
speeches using a recorded interview to the ex
president of country A. Generalizability of this 
output be it positive or negative remains lim
ited to this specific context and lacks high cred
ibility due to the small amount of the analyzed 
data.

Procedures
The data collected comes from a series of 

interview discourses between the ex-president 
of country A and the Egyptian journalist, on an 
Egyptian channel which have been conducted 
in response to some current issues related to the 
public interest in 2014. The interview was 
around 82 minutes long. Ten extracts were se
lected in total for the purpose of investigating 
the Gricean Theory of Conversational Implica- 
ture available at YouTube Website. The extracts 
were transcribed and translated from Arabic 
into English. They were further analyzed and 
interpreted on the basis of the Gricean theory of 
Conversational Implicature by exploring the 
ways he flouts the maxims in his presidential 
interview as well as the impression of the au
thor as a native speaker of Arabic.

Results
We proposed that the Gricean maxims of 

speech are universal and can be applied to all 
languages and more specifically here MSA on 
political context. The collected data to evidence 
this is presented below. First, the example in 
the source language is presented. Second, the 
English translation is presented and then fol
lowed by an explanation showing the relevant 
maxim of speech being violated. In total, ten 
examples are presented below representing the 
four types of maxims, some of which show the 
violation of a number of maxims concurrently.

Example (1): (Source in Arabic)
мл^1/ lg.js ^j^j 4aK ;^ д̂ . Л/

4jic. i ĵ/ .^ ijj l j  m 'jl ̂  /iA

Example (1): (Translated into English)
Journalist: Is the word "Leader" has any 

kind of responsibility towards the .. .people?
President: This is a historical aspect. You 

call him leader, party leader, conference party 
leader, presidential leader, prince, king, this is 
not a problem.

It is well-known that the maxim of rela
tion is flouted when the speaker unexpectedly 
changes the main topic of the conversation. In 
other words, flouting the maxim of relation is 
done by saying things that are not relevant to 
the topic under discussion in order to prevent 
random, incoherent conversations that lack 
continuity and to make it possible to under
stand conversations. In the first example, the 
maxim of relation is flouted in the president's 
response. The question was about whether the 
word "leader" may indicate any kind of respon
sibility towards the ... people. In other words, 
the journalist wanted to question whether the 
president is up to the word "leader" or not? 
However, the president's answer was not relat
ed to the question. It was also a reason for 
flouting the maxim of manner by saying some
thing indirect, ambiguous and not clear.

Example (2): (Source in Arabic)
lj/j 4a. ЛЛ/ ^ i Лу'л. n "Q " lj/ ;^e^. Л/

?o4 4j/ q;‘‘K/ja tg ‘joKa 1Л]
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l^aj^/ ^a lj/ ,* jj - Л/ jE.V- ; ^ jjjl/
^ _ *1Ua l^jj^/ ^a ^^л11 ^aAa jj/jja 22 Jja
Jj^ jj ‘"'g^jj _  ‘ , 'l^'V ^IjjSV' ^jalu^ J /  A-̂ .jjllj 

j/jaj lAjljj ,^j/jul/ J^ U^J ^Jl^^/ J£ Цл jj^al/ 
, Sjj^^Jlj /j Ĵ^a ^Jl^J/j /â J â jJ' jV/
^^j£ j Lj^jj^j Yj lj^^ Vj ljlja V ,daj£a /jj^aaa 
Û J lj/ A_â a/ la /aA laajaa ,J^.jl/ /aA jja^j jjV /a/ aUEJ/ 
U jji/ Jl^a

Example (2): (Translated into English)
Journalist: I have seen pictures of you in 

the capital, ..., and on the way to you held by 
ordinary citizens. Why is that?

President: To put you on the picture, I 
was in the United States before February 22. I 
went for treatment there and at that time I de
livered a speech for the people to go to the 
polls to elect recent president and ordered to 
take off all my pictures from all offices and all 
the streets. Now, as a result of this beautiful 
and current situation, they do pay attention to 
my picture once again in order to just remem
ber me and say the ex-president did not kill us, 
or imprison us nor cling to the power. Conse
quently, it was necessary to respect this man, 
almost that's what I understand, but you can ask 
other politicians.

Pragmatically speaking, the maxim of 
quantity is flouted when the speaker gives ei
ther more or less information than is required. 
Here the maxim of quantity was flouted be
cause the president's answer was too much. The 
interviewer asked him about the reason why the 
president's pictures are still held in the streets. 
But the president's answer includes some in
formation about the president's visit to the U.S 
and other additional information. We can infer 
that flouting the maxim of quantity may indi
cate three things, i.e. being indirect, being over
informative or politically beating around the 
bush. In the above-mentioned example, it is 
obvious that the president tried to use indirect 
utterances by referring to his visit to the U.S 
and it was also apparent that the ex-president 
tended to give more information than was de
manded by the interviewer/journalist. Such a 
strategy was used to build a situation that he 
was fully capable and aware of certain topics 
being asked. Moreover, it can be inferred that

the ex-president tended to use open answers to 
flout the maxims. Because, as we all know, that 
a closed answer indicates that the speaker ob
serves the maxims.

Example (3): (Source in Arabic)
.....  j j ЛЛ/ jj£ j (_iaj£. Aj/ i ejl ." ;^e^- Л/
1_a ,oja^j Ci/jlaj J.a*jj.....  ^ j / j "  ^a ^ j^ a j

lj/ , jj^a l^ ajV jl^jV/ jaa^ jA la ; ^aajJ/ 
, J^v/ ^ i j  /a/ , j^  ,ia jJ/ ^ - J ^  .....  £ jl^  ^ /

Ĵ lc. J£jj/ .
Example (3): (Translated into English)
Journalist: Isn’t it weird that as a Marshal

(....) goes out and appears in the streets o f .....
and pays visits? Are not you feel scared?

President: What is destined for the human 
must be imposed on us. I was outside .... yes
terday and I went out to the countryside, free. 
Whenever it is destined to die, definitely, 
I will.

In this example, the maxim of quantity 
was flouted because the president's answer was 
not adequate enough. The journalist asked 
about why the president is not scared of going 
out. But, the president's answer was short and 
not informative enough. He replied by saying 
that we will be given what it is destined to us. 
Culturally speaking, the implied meaning is 
adequate to be understood by Arabic speakers, 
but, on the other hand, it seems to be difficult 
for non-native speakers of Arabic to decipher 
the implied meaning. Consequently, this leads 
the maxim of manner to be flouted as well be
cause the president's answer was ambiguous 
was not clear.

Example (4): (Source in Arabic)
^jjj oal  ̂Cila^i ^a jj£a Aj/ Aaajc. ;^e^- Л/

?........ oyajl/ UJJj
£a jA Ajjjj ^jja ^jJ lj/ ; ^jjjJ/

lal lj/ ,^a ,*lĵ J/ ajj ^lc. a j^ .ja ........  j /  ,A. aj
/jSi ĵ ajjj l£aja/ j /  ^J ^^aj/ ,2012 ^a l£aja/ ^a
A ^ a  ^Aaj' la jl£jj^V/ jV/ . l̂c- .....  Ajĵ  "
Sa'la Aj .̂ u j/ AaaJ jj£a Aja /jaaja ,.....  ^a
Ajjx"

Example (4): (Translated into English) 
Journalist: Is not it strange that there are 

some sharp disagreements between you and the 
current president?
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President: Actually, I am not in bad terms 
with him. He is different with himself. His only 
problem is that why the ex-president is still 
alive, but, when I was in the United States in 
2012, it turns out that the U.S wants to create a 
popularity for the current president on my ac
count. Americans now have no interest with the 
ex-president, and therefore, they want him to 
be the prey or victim to create a popular base 
for the current president.

In this example, both maxims of quantity 
and quality were flouted. The maxim of quanti
ty was flouted when the president provided too 
much information regarding the question being 
asked. The question was about the conflict be
tween him and the current president. But, the 
president also talked about the role of the U.S 
in supporting the current president. Besides, the 
maxim of quality was flouted because the pres
ident's answer lacks evidence. He assumes that 
the U.S plays an important role in supporting 
the current president at the expense of the pre
vious one, the interviewee, and this piece of 
information should be based on an evidence. In 
this way, he wanted to emphasize that as the 
President of country A, he used to have the 
ability in analyzing, planning and solving vari
ous problems throughout his reign. He wanted 
to create a positive impression about his char
acter as a leader and to build a positive political 
image about himself.

Example (5): (Source in Arabic) 
jl ^mljm jVl ^lil J a

lil ^  mei ^jjc.1 lil ;
liA Qĵ  j l  ‘1 1л AJ^jl j^J  ̂_ fj&j
. .̂Ij j  ^j^j Jjaj ■̂ ■lj ^jj^lj^llj ^jl^ll

Jj^^.
Example (5): (Translated into English)
Journalist: Are you now a political leader 

or a spiritual leader?
President: I consider myself not a politi

cal leader. I'm a ... leader who offered to his 
homeland what he was able to offer, but, how? 
This can be established by the street and politi
cians. One says a political leader and one says a 
national leader.

Here both maxims of relation and manner 
were flouted. The maxim of relation was flout

ed because the president's answer was not re
lated to the journalist's question. The question 
was direct by asking whether his being a politi
cal or spiritual leader. It means that the answer 
is supposed to be one of the above-mentioned 
two options. However, the president, as a poli
tician, gave a diplomatic answer which con
tains a lot of unrelated information. Moreover, 
the maxim of manner was flouted when the 
president provided an indirect answer. The 
maxim of manner suggests that speakers have 
to try presenting meaning clearly, concisely 
orderly, and avoid ambiguity and obscurity of 
expression (Grice 1975).

Example (6): (Source in Arabic)
^  ̂ 'l^jj^ll SjIĵ  jj£ j j l  Ajll̂ î .l ^ i J a ;

о^л 3j*j j l  ^j^AJ jl Aj^ j  Aj.d jjl^ill
,lfijll Aj l̂ 1 °ĵ  ^j.djL Ig'^ Aa"1 lil .V ;^jjjll 

^ill .^jl nt АлЗ ^ i lilj lgjj^tl Ai  ̂ . _  AiV 
t4jU-»a\l j l i l  ^ i j  A 'j-» л Ailajj Ajjl̂  ^ j^ j jj^J jjV 

, ^ л 1̂ jjc. jjjll o3J3̂ ll
Jg.'i'Jl Jj^, j^loll Jg^ll t * jjjll Jj ,̂
^  jjV ^Ul ju i  j j i  j 3lon j J l  , ^ U l
j£l A^j^^ Ŝ l̂ J ^ i jj£ j ,jj3J Al̂ -xll .3J3̂
Aĵ llĵ lll (^iljjij^l.

Example (6): (Translated into English)
Journalist: Is it possible that the former 

ex-president has the will or the intention to re
turn to power again?

President: No way! I handed it over my
self. So how come I will return back to it, 
for . . .  years, I did my best while I was still 
young. If anyone wants to rule, s/he should 
have the spirit of youth and a certain culture 
according to the newest demands and needs. 
Because the demands of today are not like yes
terday's demands, the demands of tomorrow are 
not like the demands of today, the demands of 
the next month is unlike those of the last month, 
next year is completely different from the last 
year. Everything should be new because the 
wheel revolves. Thus, there should be a correct 
reading for all political variables.

In this example, the maxim of relation is 
flouted because the president's answer was not 
related to the question being asked. The jour
nalist asked about the possibility of planning to 
return back to the power again. However, the
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president's answer did not contain any indica
tion whether the president has the will and in
tention to go back to it or not, but he talked a 
lot about what one has to get in order to be a 
ruler and the differences between the demands 
of today and those of yesterday.

Example (7): (Source in Arabic)
? ..O î , La ца^!' ^Ali ;^e^- Л/
jAdz ^ ju ц! : ^jjjiz

j ^ z  (^^jjAiz .^ u z  ji^tiz ца j  ■ .i/ jj^ j ц! 
^jij ^ jj i^ iz  2̂iz ^jji^z j . .qy j
^£*jz Jj ^  ^iiz Ha j£ ij о . .«yi j.

Example (7): (Translated into English)
Journalist: I understand that time does not

go back, but...?
President: But the time will never be 

good again. The next regime will not be better 
than the previous one. The Future is supposed 
to come with the best. The same is true with the 
revolutions which are supposed to bring change 
that hasn’t taken place, but the opposite.

Here, as we all know, the maxim of quali
ty is flouted when the speaker provides an in
formation that is not true or lacks an adequate 
evidence. In this example, the president's an
swer was not based on any kind of evidence or 
truth. He mentioned that future will never bring 
something good. He wanted to imply that his 
reign was the best ever and none can bring 
something better. This claim needs an evidence 
to be believed. Therefore, the maxim quality 
was completely flouted.

Example (8): (Source in Arabic)
цл ..................  l îiz jA :̂ i^^iz

?ju jz  ^ j z  ,AjZ.jz
<_ulj jl£ j l t j  Âẑ jiz цл AlLatj îiz ZiZ ; ^jijiz

_ _ ^ i ^ a ,î jZt  j3^z j '  , 4» ,.jz  ^y^uiz . ^ jjj
jlLSVz ^ i j j £2 jz JaZ ^Ji .....  Aj j^JZ . jVz
, A^ij^izj ..... j i i ^ j ....... « цл .A ĵxiz
Zj^^jj _ _ ^ i Zĵ Ajj jl£ ^ i jl^Vlj Zjja.^
j ^IjaIz ,оЛЛ£а A^LaJZ ,оЛЛ£а ^jltil' , J t  ^ j .jZj
8 Atl̂ lJZ (JjljiJZ 'jlaaj ,алл̂ л.

Example (8): (Translated into English)
Journalist: Was not your majesty used to 

support the current president from the very be
ginning, the current president?

President: Yes, I am the one who support
ed him from the beginning and also when he

was the vice-president. You know, the shining 
candle, I can believe, is in .... now. The .... ex
perience which I hope will be repeated in all 
Arab states. Many of the ... people travel to .... 
for treatment or tourism, they felt safe during 
the reign of the current president of country B. 
When they were used to go during the reign of 
the ex-president of country B, they used to 
come back frightened. Everything is threatened; 
hotels, tourism, shops. Even hotels are used to 
close at 8 pm.

In this example, both maxims of relation 
and quality were flouted. The president's an
swer flouted the maxim of relation by provid
ing something unrelated to the question being 
asked. The journalist asked about ex
president’s support to the current president. He 
answered the question but changed the topic 
abruptly to talk about another country; some
thing which is completely different and unre
lated to the question being asked. The maxim 
of quality was also flouted here. The president 
mentioned that " [m]any of the Yemeni people 
travel to country B for treatment or tourism, 
they felt safe during the reign of the current 
president of country B. When they were used to 
go during the reign of the ex-president of coun
try B, they used to come back frightened. Eve
rything is threatened; hotels, tourism, shops. 
Even hotels are used to close at 8 pm" and this 
could be untrue. Who knows? There should be 
an evidence on which this piece of information 
can be built.

Example (9): (Source in Arabic)
^Z ji»3 ^ij La Li .̂Z ^ZjZ ;^i^^JZ

njz ^ i ĴjVZ V' aJj L̂ a j t
Лл'П JI^a V ......  ,4^ . ̂ 'j  ; ^ jjjJZ.
Example (9): (Translated into English)
Journalist: How did not we get to know 

any facts about your first assassination attempt 
in the mosque?

President: It was obvious.............. No
doubts about it.

Here the maxim of quality was flouted. It 
is obvious in the president's answer when he 
mentioned that it is the claimed party who are 
responsible for the assassination attempt which 
had happened to him earlier inside his presi-
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dential mosque. It is well-known that the inves
tigations are still in process. No results or leaks 
that uncovered something about it. Therefore, 
an evidence is missing here.

Example (10): (Source in Arabic)
4jl Cila Cjl :^e^- Л1

4jV . ^ '  Vj  ^l^j Vj  J jj' V : ^ jJjh
,^ a' Ijlj j i t 2Ы

^1з^л!1 ^ l t  Ĵ\'A ,^ ÎjU .^ljdlj
I_

Example (10): (Translated into English)
Journalist: You said it’s impossible to 

think to return back to power again...?
President: I will never accept not my son 

nor my grandson will accept it. For .... years 
and I have been ........ People are armed, illit
erate, and also because of the geographical and 
tribal division. Throughout my reign, every
thing was based on relationships and not on 
buying consciences with money or cars.

In this last example, the maxims of rela
tion, manner and quality were flouted. The 
president's answer flouted the maxim of rela
tion by saying something unrelated to the jour
nalist's question. The journalist started to ask 
about the president's intention to go back to 
rule. However, the president involved his son 
and his grandson in the topic. And also he 
talked about his reign and how he suffered dur
ing that time. Furthermore, the president's an
swer shows that the maxim of manner was 
flouted because the answer was not direct and 
not clear. And finally, the maxim of quality was 
flouted when he ended up his interview by say
ing that he was used to build his ruling period 
on relationships and not by buying consciences 
with money or cars. This seems to be untrue. 
Because one of the reasons that had brought 
about the last revolution against the ex
president in 2011 was the financial corruption 
which destroyed the economy of the country.

Discussion
This research paper claimed the univer

sality of the Gricean Theory and its applicabil
ity to the MSA on political speeches context. 
The researchers assumed that all types of flout
ing maxims of speech would be observed on

MSA political speeches. The findings of this 
study evidenced the applicability of this theory 
to MSA. The presented ten utterances showed 
clearly how each maxim of speech was flouted. 
This output has two possible explanations. First, 
just as the Gricean Theory proposes that our 
speech is overtly unsystematic but it is covertly 
systematic. In other words, we do speak and 
communicate but we certainly sometimes vio
late some rules either consciously or subcon
sciously -  say intentionally or unintentionally. 
Based on the context of the speech and the 
speaker, whether it is intentional or uninten
tional violation can be decided. However, the 
decision of intentionality and unintentionality 
remains arguable and questionable since it is 
just based on inferences evidenced by context 
and position of the speaker. For instance, polit
ical speeches are so common area and context 
for intentional violation for maxims of speech. 
On the other hand, daily conversations might 
be usually if not always so common context of 
unintentional violation of maxims of speech. 
Needless to say, this is being logically directed 
by the need to speak either directly as in daily 
life conversations or indirectly as in political 
speeches and diplomatic situations. These mat
ters, we think, would control, a certain utter
ance, being intentionally or unintentionally vio
lated. Second, we do think that flouting max
ims of speech is a norm of speech be it during 
daily conversations or formal speeches like 
those on political context. In detail, spoken 
language is proposedly characterized by being 
unsystematic. Moreover, occurrence of these 
four maxims of speech would occur whether 
the speaker intends to do so or not. It is not 
possible; however, to decide through our pre
sented evidence on the frequency of the viola
tion of the maxims of speech between different 
contexts (e.g. political, diplomatic, daily con
versation), different types of speakers (politi
cians vs. journalist, politicians vs. politicians, 
friends, close friends, etc.), or different topics 
(e.g. food, culture, sex, politics, science, etc.).

Conclusion
To cut a long story short, in order to un

derstand, analyze and differentiate between
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what people say and what they mean, it is wor
thy investigating such a theory and trying to 
apply it to one's own mother tongue. This study 
has proved that the Gricean Conversational Im- 
plicature Theory can be applied to MSA. The 
data elaborated above has revealed that all the 
maxims were flouted by the ex-president of an 
Arab state in one of his presidential interviews 
and the maxims of quality and relation were 
frequently flouted, in comparison to the other 
two maxims.

This study has a number of limitations. 
The first limitation of this study is methodolog
ical. We mentioned that the MSA was used dur
ing the interview but in fact there was an inte
gration of two of the Arabic verities as well. 
We think this could theoretically affect the ac
curacy of the reported research methods but 
practically it does not affect the collected data 
and final evidence. The second limitation of 
this study is the credibility of the data which is 
very limited and it makes its generalizability 
somehow weak. In other words, it seems really 
so weak to claim that the Gricean Theory is just 
universal because of the evidence brought 
based on those ten utterances, albeit, they prac
tically form a clear indicator of the universality 
of such theory. The third limitation of this study 
is related to transparency of the reported data 
where to avoid any conflict of interest and due 
to the very critical situation in the country rep
resenting the context of the study, we used indi
rect names for the included samples. This is 
also supported by our view that our research is 
purely linguistic and is not considering any po
litical science indications and or implications 
be it directly or indirectly.

Future research should consider collect
ing more data and yet generating more exam
ples of all the maxims of speech to make more 
credible generalization of the universality of 
the Gricean Theory. Further research also can 
consider a comparison between political 
speeches and daily conversation speeches to 
see which one would result into more violation 
of the maxims of speech and possibly develop
ing scale to measure the intentionality type, that

is, being intentionally or unintentionally 
violated.
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